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I wanna be your doll, installation and performance
Véronique Damart (costume) et Jacques Fournel
(photography) Montpellier-Nantes-Tunis. 2015.

Jacques Fournel is a photographer who supervises the edition home of contemporary art, La Villa Saint-Clair in Sète
(France).
We have undertaken a photographic work aiming at producing an object inspired by paper dolls to be dressed up
dating of the fifties.
Since then,I keep following my researches about the woman as an object through hundreds of images arisen from
our collaboration.
The paper doll is a mere excuse which enables me to experiment images of the toy doll by facing the child's toy to
the adult toy,object of desire itself represented by my own female body.

I wanna be your doll, mannequin and paper doll
Photography with Jacques Fournel. France. 2011-2015.

My doll was born on July of 2013, between two glaciers in the heart of Iceland.
I go back over three years of researches, of encounters,of projects which led me “ to find my own inner doll ” as once
a shepherd wished me.
Here, the doll is an object for cult, an idol dedicated to a magical ritual. Dressed up with a full body suit which blinds
up my senses, I cross the wild nature of Iceland which substitutes to my emotions.
The repetition of these marches is an obsessive quest, a wandering between dream and reality, in search of an identity that would not be threatened by the outside anymore.
This experience starts during the seasonal move to summer pastures,when sheep leaves the farm. I mix with the
flock, I am among beasts and breeders, and I rely on my instinct to act on the world.
The movie will be shown during Art Actions events with the performance Mugga. “ Snow fall without wind ” is the
name of this Icelandic doll thusly baptized by Johanna, sheep breeder in the north of Iceland.

I wanna be your doll, experimental film (50 min)
Vincent Pouplard (cameraman). Guillaume Brunet (sound
ingenior). Corinne Forterre (costume). Islande-France. 20132015.
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I wanna be your doll, prototype
Knitted doll costume by par Corinne Forterre (laine islandaise
Lett-lopi, technique de tricot islandaise). France. 2013.

I will be the doll of Hélène Magnússon, an Icelandic knitter I met during a performance project which will take place in
Reykjavik in winter 2013.
During my stay at the art residency in Iceland by September 2011 I met Helga Thóroddsen, a knitter and horse breeder. The doll called Theodóra knitted by Hélène was inspired by a book for children written by her grand mother, the
famous Icelandic poet Theodóra Thóroddsen.
Helene Magnússon is Franco-Icelandic, she lives in Reykjavik. She involves in many knitting projects in Iceland, France
and Belgium, particularly with the Hibou textile mill in Bonnine.

I wanna be your doll, ‘Theodóra’
Costume designed by Hélène Magnússon. Iceland. 2011.
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I wanna be your doll, Paula Khemps 'doll
Photography by Robert Crémoux (left) Photography by Studio
Monder (right). Brussels-Tunis. 2012.

I have actually been collaborating for a year with the photographer Jacques Fournel on a research
work about the woman as object of desire.
We are exclusilvely operating out of studio where I stage myself in doll costumes.
I felt like experimenting more closely the status of the toy by investing environment, particularly rabbits of which
sexual connotation sends back to clichés about women.
This series of photos, snapped by my sister, generated a performance in a poetic context, an empty lot where thousands of tree trunks are stored, amongst which I walked about naked, in the search of a primitive animality as an
answer to the reductive image of women.
These researches participate in the preparation of the Icelandic doll that I will embody in June 2013.

I wanna be your doll, research on wild woman figure
Photography by Caroline Loichemol. France. 2012.

On the occasion of the festival Les Litteratures Pirates in Brussels, I offer Stephane Blanquet to take the pose in public
for body a painting performance in the context of his installation La chambre des cauchemars.
I figure the mermaid-woman fantasy which will be illustrated later in a silk screen printing used as cover page by the
Brussels magazine Voxer.
Stephane Blanquet is a ma jor player in the comics' scene, as well as an editor (United Dead Artists). He is a polymorphic artist who works on many projects: from theater to cartoons, from installation to performance....
He published Sur l'épiderme, in 2003, with Alain Baulet Publisher, book of photography with pictures of women's bodies paintings.
The writing of our dreams plays a central part in our collaboration and will lead us to a new performance in Tokyo by
2010 where I take the pose as a doll with the bear Jon the dog ( Japanese pop band).

Teddy bear and doll. Span Art Gallery. Tokyo. 2010.
Mermaid skeleton. Recyclart. Brussels. 2005.
Performances with Stéphane Blanquet.

This project was born in La Compilotèque, an artist-run center in Brussels which offers to swap musical compilations
during art events. I organized a performative guest meal where I invited the public to a masked diner as a tribute to
Bal du rat mort d' Ostende, founded by Jame Sensor in 1899.
I imagined the menu and a musical compilation on the theme of the tales and animals as depicted in the song Teddy
Bear's picnic by Henry Hall, 1920.
Inspired by the scene where Goldilocks sleeps in the little teddy's bed and is suddenly frightened by the three bears
who discovered she ate their food; I thought about playing a fairytale doll with real-size bears.
In the end, I will transform into a porcelain doll, surrealistic play on words from " porc-e-laine ” as “ pork an sheep ”
referring to James Ensor anagram “ hareng-saur ” which means herring.

Porc-e-laine doll, performance
La compilothèque. Brussels. 2009.

During this performance, I coat like a muffin, I build up an imaginary body dedicated to pleasure.
Each dress or coat in english ( the french word for coated is “ enrobée ” which means literaly “ dressed in ” ) , represents a layer of batter adding on the top of the other until it finally produces a human muffin ready to be eaten.
The analogy between coats, coating and female body introduces to a performative work about women and desire
which will be developed thereafter in my work on the doll.

Enrobée, performance
Nantes. 2003.

